Micro Data Center

Do you need to solve an emerging data center
requirement at your company? That’s relatively easy
if you can pick an off-the-shelf approach or a
standardized product offering. But what if you can’t?
For micro data centers and server rooms, that’s a challenge. Whatever your
needs are, you know they’re special, not necessarily well-served by off-theshelf offerings. You’re on the lookout for a flexible, scalable solution that
breaks through existing limitations, achieves density goals that were
unimaginable a few years ago, and can be implemented in weeks instead
of months.

We all depend on a world where technology
always works. At Vertiv global solutions, that’s what
we deliver.

SmartRow™ DCX

Integrating your unique requirements into our simplified, tailored designs
based on standard building blocks, we create an unparalleled, global
capability to help you meet your goals. Whether one micro data center
or a thousand, you can trust us to maximize your efficiency and optimize
your performance.

Global Capabilities
Meets Your Goals
Maximizes Efficiency
Optimizes Performance
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SmartRow DCR

SmartRow DCX

SmartMod

Leveraging our SmartRow™ DCR, SmartRow
DCX, and SmartMod™ product families, our
global solutions team gives you solutions
that are small in footprint but powerful in
compute capacity.
Whether you need supplemental data center capacity,
remote data centers, or capacity for disaster recovery,
Micro data centers at Vertiv give you an all-in-one solution,
combining power, cooling, monitoring and racks — that are
built for your unique expectations and constraints. We can give
you a micro-modular data center that tightly couples both the
IT and supporting infrastructure facilities into a self-contained
and prefabricated unit.
With Vertiv, the cooling and climatic controls, power distribution,
and network connectivity will be built in. Other integrated
functions, such as physical security, fire suppression, shock
absorption, shielding against electromagnetic interference,
power conditioning, and uninterruptible power supplies (UPS)
or battery, may also be provided.

WITH VERTIV, YOU CAN EXPECT
MICRO DATA CENTERS AND
ROOMS THAT ARE:
yyBuilt with self-contained, pre-tested and
integrated infrastructure.
yyAn all-in-one enclosure to optimize your IT services
and next-generation networks.
yyDeployed inside a building or a building itself —
as you choose.
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With our solutions, you have a new way to deploy data center
capacity in any space and at any place — making mission critical
easy while accelerating time to value without headaches or
compromises. Our combination of experience and resources allow
us to better adapt to your needs, anticipate what’s next and
continue to find solutions in ways other companies simply can’t.
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